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Several readers have kindly pointed out that the definition of I@L{G,,} in [2] is 
misstated. This does not affect the content of the paper, but clarification is in order. 
To say that Ii${G,,} is trivial is to say that the function d:fln,O G, + nn,O G, which 
takes (g,> to (g, * A @iit 1)) is onto, Only this is used in [2]. 
The definition of the pointed set l$nA{Gn] is general (which I had in mind but did not 
state correctly) is that given in [l], namely: the pointed set of equivalence classes 
under the equivalence relation on n,,, G, defined by Xx,) - {y”) if there is (g,) such 
that (Y,,> = k, + xn * & (gill )>. Here &, : &+I --, G, is the nth bond. Whenever d is a 
homomorphism (for example in the abelian case) this coincides exactly with coker d. 
And in all cases l$n~{G,,} is trivial if and only if d is onto. 
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